
BioSpherix Partnership Yields HoloMonitor
Customer in Regenerative Medicine
Recently, the EU-funded Centre for Innovative Medicine in Vilnius
purchased its first HoloMonitor analyzer for use in the center's incubator
system from BioSpherix.

Regenerative medicine and cell-based therapies promise to cure common but severe
diseases such as diabetes, Parkinson’s, and several cancer forms. Cell therapies
involve treating patients with a large number of laboratory-cultured cells. However, this
new form of treatment requires new cell culture methods that make it possible to grow
and analyze cells in a controlled environment.

HoloMonitor inside an Xvivo incubator system from BioSpherix.

Conventional cell culture practices have essentially remained unchanged over the past
50 years. The old practices expose the cells to an unpredictable laboratory
environment, which is unacceptable when cells are cultured for clinical purposes.
Jointly, BioSpherix and PHI provide critical components for a hermetically sealed cell
laboratory in which cells intended for clinical use can be nurtured and analyzed in a
quality-controlled manner.

“Unlike other analyzers on the market, HoloMonitor's novel approach allows scientists
to non-invasively study individual cells on a population level. Together with our
cytocentric incubation and cell handling systems, HoloMonitor enables our customers

http://www.imcentras.lt/en/
https://phiab.com/holomonitor/cell-imaging-system/
https://biospherix.com/


to analyze cellular behavior without exposing the cells to the uncontrolled room air
environment of a laboratory”, comments Dr. Alicia Henn, Chief Scientific Officer at
BioSpherix.

For additional information, please contact:
Peter Egelberg
E-mail: ir@phiab.se
Web: www.phiab.com – Live cell imaging & analysis

Phase Holographic Imaging (PHI) leads the ground-breaking development of time-lapse cytometry
instrumentation and software. With the first instrument introduced in 2011, the company today offers a
range of products for long-term quantitative analysis of living cell dynamics that circumvent the
drawbacks of traditional methods requiring toxic stains. Headquartered in Lund, Sweden, PHI trades
through a network of international distributors. Committed to promoting the science and practice of time-
lapse cytometry, PHI is actively expanding its customer base and scientific collaborations in cancer
research, inflammatory and autoimmune diseases, stem cell biology, gene therapy, regenerative
medicine and toxicological studies.
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